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Prof. Siskind has served in various capacities for female students including Xiaoyuan Tu (1), Rama Bindiganavale (2), Curran Nachbar (3), Min Lu (4), Abhilasha Bhargav (5), Eri Haneda (6), Sarah Fortune (7), Alejandrina Cristià (8), Anchal Dube (9), Padmini Jaikumar (10), Lara Schmidt (11), Yixi Yang (12), and Chengxi Li (13). He served in various capacities for students from underrepresented minorities including Iheukwumere Onwuka (14) and Charles Roger Bradley (15).

4. Min Lu, graduate research, Spring–Fall 2002, PhD advisory committee, member, Purdue University.
5. Abhilasha Bhargav, summer intern, 2002, Purdue University. ECE49600 December 2002 “Security Intrusion Det”.
7. Sarah Fortune, Trinity College Dublin, SURF, 2006, Purdue University.
10. Padmini Jaikumar, graduate research, Fall 2008, Purdue University.
11. Lara Schmidt, undergraduate research, December 2010–January 2011, Purdue University.
12. Yixi Yang, thesis MS advisory committee, member, Purdue University.
13. Chengxi Li, graduate research, Fall 2016–, PhD advisory committee, member, Purdue University.
15. Charles Roger Bradley, LING69900, Summer 2016, PhD advisory committee, member, preliminary examination, April 2017, Purdue University. Advisor: Ronnie B. Wilbur.